For Immediate Release

STATEMENT REGARDING BASK SOLAR POWER BANK CHARGER RECEIVED FROM
NUTRAMAX LABORATORIES

In 2016 and 2017, a select number of our customers may have received a Bask Solar Power Bank Charger with a Nutramax Laboratories logo as a promotional item. An example of the charger is pictured here:

Nutramax has received reports from other recipients of these chargers concerning overheating, including reports of damage to surrounding property. We have alerted the supplier to these reports. While Nutramax does not know whether all of the chargers have the potential to overheat in this manner, your safety is our main concern. Accordingly, Nutramax recommends that you discontinue the use of your solar charger and recycle it in accordance with your local regulations for recycling electronics. If you choose not to recycle your charger and have questions about its continued use, please contact the supplier at 724-334-9000.

We regret any inconvenience this may cause. Thank you for being a Nutramax Laboratories customer.